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· Up to 8 convolution channels Pristine Space offers you the ability to process up to 8 impulse streams at a time, in
either single-channel or stereo mode. A high-quality parallel convolution processor is used, with sample-accurate
impulse filtering and processing, to allow each channel of audio to independently process its own impulse stream. ·
Loading of up to 8 impulse files Pristine Space can handle a large number of impulse files at the same time, and
can load them all in the same buffer at once. You can load any number of impulses and then process them in
whatever order you desire. · Non-destructive impulse editing Because Pristine Space does not rely on a synthetic
reverb tail or any other reverb impulse generation algorithm, it is able to undo and redo impulse editing actions
without degrading the sound. The same is true of other non-destructive editing operations, like volume, panning
and low-pass and high-pass filtering. · Linear-phase impulse equalizer Impulse equalizers can cause some
problems when used with convolution algorithms, because the impulse response generated by impulse equalizers is
not time-accurate. With Pristine Space, impulse equalizer modes are linear phase, which means that the impulse
response shape should remain constant over time. · Several latency options Pristine Space offers a latency range
from 64 to 2448 samples, depending on the options used. · WAV and AIFF format support Pristine Space can
handle both WAV and AIFF files, and can load samples of any sample rate in any format. · Multi-channel file
support Pristine Space can load multi-channel files that have different sample rates. · Built-in sample rate converter
Pristine Space allows you to convert the sample rate of the loaded multi-channel file to any other sample rate in
any format that Pristine Space supports. · Factory presets Pristine Space contains hundreds of impulse files that you
can use as factory presets, saving you a lot of effort in your audio projects. · True zero-latency processing Pristine
Space achieves true zero latency, meaning that it will not cause delays in your audio project. · "A-to-B"
comparisons Pristine Space allows you to compare sounds made with different impulse streams or different
impulse file formats. · Low quality mode for CPU cycles saving If you decide to use
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Keymacro 1 is a simple, but powerful, single-channel macro tool that will work with any audio host application
that supports VST plug-ins, such as Cubase, ProTools, and many others. With Keymacro you can use a single
macro button to control up to 16 different parameters in a large number of audio plug-ins. You can record up to 1
MB of automation data. This macro tool will allow you to send MIDI control data to other MIDI instruments (e.g.
hardware synthesizers) for a broader range of applications. Keymacro can be set to play back recorded automation
data back on a wide range of sound sources. You can then hear the automation effect without having to make
a'real' control change. You can also convert recorded automation data to MIDI control data. This can be used to
automate external MIDI instruments. Keymacro is a powerful, simple and inexpensive automation tool for your
host-based audio applications. SPECIFICATIONS: · Keymacro: 1 VST/AU/RTAS host plug-in · Allows you to
control up to 16 parameters in audio plug-ins · Automation data is recorded to a 1 MB buffer · Up to 256
automation macros can be stored · Playing back automation data back to any sound source · Can be used with any
host audio application · MIDI control data can be recorded · Automation data can be converted to MIDI control
data · Up to 64 recording locations in a session · 100% realtime performance · Very small footprint. Runs under the
Microsoft Windows OS. AVAILABILITY: · A free demo version is available · Keymacro 1 is available as a single-
channel plug-in for a low monthly fee · Keymacro 1 for VST/AU/RTAS host plug-ins is available from
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www.keymacro.com ABOUT KEYMACRO: Keymacro is a single-channel macro tool that allows you to control
up to 16 parameters in any audio plug-in. It can be used for automation, mixing and general sound design.
Keymacro is a powerful automation tool. You can use it to control up to 16 parameters in any audio plug-in. It
works with any host application supporting VST plug-ins. You can use the automation data to control external
MIDI instruments. Keymacro is a very useful tool for audio engineers and sound designers. Specifications
1d6a3396d6
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Voxengo Pristine Space is a plug-in that offers several new ways to optimize reverb impulse processing using
Voxengo's Impulse Modeler. Pristine Space is a dynamic convolution reverb processor. It uses non-destructive
impulse processing to optimize the convolution processing as much as possible, and enables sound designers to
build and tweak their own stunningly sounding impulse reverb impulses. Pristine Space does not provide various
radical impulse transformation features, but it allows the user to edit the impulse in various ways, including: ·
Volume control · Linear-phase impulse equalization · Pan (stereo width) control · Low-pass filter cutoff frequency
control · High-pass filter cutoff frequency control · Stereo pan control · Cut-off frequency control · Impulse type
control (from a single impulse to a multi-impulse group) · Impulse grouping options · High-pass and low-pass
filtering · Reversing and cutting the impulse · Oscillation attenuation and resonance control · Impulse 'listenback'
delay control · Impulse source stereo volume and panning control · Impulse gating control · Impulse send/return
level control · Linear-phase impulse equalizer · Sample rate conversion · The ability to use the Impulse Modeler to
tweak the impulse design · A number of user-selectable Pristine Space presets · True zero-latency processing ·
Excellent compatibility with Pristine Space and Impulse Modeler How to use: · After installing Pristine Space, you
should open the plug-in's main window, select the "Create a new model" menu item from its main menu, and then
choose an impulse file from the file dialog that opens up. You should now be able to see the impulse information
for the new impulse in the impulse editor window. · If you have opened the impulse file in another audio
application, then you should now be able to choose the "Categorize" menu item from the main menu of the plug-in
and choose the impulse category from the drop-down menu that opens up. You should now be able to see the
impulses in that category in the impulse editor window. · If you have opened the impulse file in Voxengo's Impulse
Modeler, then you should now be able to choose the "Import impulses" menu item from the main menu of the
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System Requirements For Voxengo Pristine Space:

At minimum, macOS 10.12 (Sierra) is required. The game will require 3 gigabytes of free disk space. The game
will require a 2 gigahertz or faster processor. 8GB RAM A mouse and keyboard are recommended. A large
monitor with at least a 1920x1080 resolution is recommended. The best audio is provided through headphones,
ideally with high-quality stereo speakers. Please visit the FAQ for full details on what
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